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ABSTRACT: Many traits affecting profi tability and 
sustainability of meat, milk, and fi ber production are 
polygenic, with no single gene having an overwhelm-
ing infl uence on observed variation. No knowledge of 
the specifi c genes controlling these traits has been need-
ed to make substantial improvement through selection. 
Signifi cant gains have been made through phenotypic 
selection enhanced by pedigree relationships and con-
tinually improving statistical methodology. Genomic 
selection, recently enabled by assays for dense SNP lo-
cated throughout the genome, promises to increase se-
lection accuracy and accelerate genetic improvement by 
emphasizing the SNP most strongly correlated to phe-
notype although the genes and sequence variants affect-
ing phenotype remain largely unknown. These genomic 
predictions theoretically rely on linkage disequilibrium 
(LD) between genotyped SNP and unknown functional 
variants, but familial linkage may increase effective-
ness when predicting individuals related to those in 
the training data. Genomic selection with functional 
SNP genotypes should be less reliant on LD patterns 
shared by training and target populations, possibly al-
lowing robust prediction across unrelated populations. 
Although the specifi c variants causing polygenic varia-
tion may never be known with certainty, a number of 
tools and resources can be used to identify those most 
likely to affect phenotype. Associations of dense SNP 
genotypes with phenotype provide a 1-dimensional ap-
proach for identifying genes affecting specifi c traits; in 
contrast, associations with multiple traits allow defi ning 
networks of genes interacting to affect correlated traits. 
Such networks are especially compelling when corrob-
orated by existing functional annotation and established 
molecular pathways. The SNP occurring within net-
work genes, obtained from public databases or derived 
from genome and transcriptome sequences, may be 
classifi ed according to expected effects on gene prod-
ucts. As illustrated by functionally informed genomic 
predictions being more accurate than naive whole-ge-
nome predictions of beef tenderness, coupling evidence 
from livestock genotypes, phenotypes, gene expression, 
and genomic variants with existing knowledge of gene 
functions and interactions may provide greater insight 
into the genes and genomic mechanisms affecting poly-
genic traits and facilitate functional genomic selection 
for economically important traits.
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INTRODUCTION
Why is understanding functional polymorphisms impor-
tant for genomic selection? Knowledge of the genom-
ic variants causing phenotypic variation has not been 
needed to improve performance by selection. Advances 
in statistical methodology accompanied by accumulated 
performance and pedigree records have enabled national 
and international genetic evaluation systems to predict 
EBV for entire populations (Powell and Norman, 2006; 
Golden et al., 2009). Promising young candidates can 
be selected using EBV predicted from their own perfor-
mance and the performance of their relatives. Truly out-
standing individuals, contributing to widespread genetic 
improvement via AI and other reproductive technologies, 
can be identifi ed with considerable progeny observation.
Still with no knowledge of underlying functional 
variants, genomic selection can accelerate genetic im-
provement by enabling accurate evaluation at birth, 
eliminating the lag between an initial pedigree estimate 
and accumulation of progeny records for more accu-
rate EBV. Incorporating genotypes from whole-genome 
SNP assays into existing genetic evaluation systems 
has increased accuracy of EBV of young animals for 
commonly recorded traits (Lôbo et al., 2011; Northcutt, 
2011; Wiggans et al., 2011). Applicability of these pre-
dictions is limited, however, to selection within breed for 
the traits included in the evaluations. The lack of ability 
for current whole-genome predictions to increase EBV 
accuracy across populations (Hayes et al., 2009; Weber 
et al., 2012) raises concerns about applying genomic 
predictions to select replacements from within com-
mercial production systems and extension of predictions 
from small populations that are intensely phenotyped 
for economically relevant traits that are too expensive 
or diffi cult to measure routinely. Although current ge-
nomic predictions are dependent on linkage disequilib-
rium (LD) between SNP and unknown causal variants, 
shifting focus from the assayed SNP to variants more 
likely to have functional effects may improve portability 
of genomic predictions across breeds and into crossbred 
populations. Using beef tenderness for illustration, this 
article explores tools and resources available to assist 
functional genomic selection.
Improving Genomic Predictions
Accuracy of genomic selection is infl uenced by ac-
curacy of marker effect estimates and correlations be-
tween genotyped markers and underlying QTL (Goddard, 
2009). Heritability and the number of genotyped and 
phenotyped individuals affect accuracy of marker effect 
estimates. Data requirements increase exponentially with 
decreasing heritability (Fig. 1). Whereas a few thousand 
genotypes and phenotypes can provide suffi ciently ac-
curate estimates to explain at least half of the genetic 
variation for moderate to highly heritable traits(h2 > 0.3) 
within a small effective population, tens to hundreds of 
thousands of records are needed to achieve similar ac-
curacy for lowly heritable traits (h2 < 0.1) and large ef-
fective population sizes. Strategies using progeny means 
(Goddard and Hayes, 2009), deregressed EBV (Garrick 
et al., 2009), or single-step approaches (Aguilar et al., 
2010) to combine historic pedigree and phenotypes with 
recent genotypes allow recorded phenotypes to contrib-
ute to genomic selection accuracy without requiring ev-
ery phenotyped individual to be genotyped. Similarly, 
genotyping DNA pooled by extreme phenotypes, so that 
individual phenotypes within pools are similar but dis-
tinctly different between pools, can enable training with 
large numbers of animals without requiring every animal 
to be genotyped (MacGregor et al., 2008; Henshall et al., 
2012; McDaneld et al., 2012). Correlated indicator trait 
phenotypes may also add accuracy to predictions for a 
trait of interest using multiple-trait genomic selection 
(Calus and Veerkamp, 2011).
Correlations between marker genotypes and un-
known QTL are affected by marker density and con-
sistency of LD patterns between training and target 
populations (Goddard and Hayes, 2009). Commercially 
available SNP chips for livestock, containing 50,000 to 
60,000 SNP (50K; e.g., BovineSNP50, OvineSNP50, 
PorcineSNP60 BeadChips from Illumina Inc., San Diego, 
CA), are suffi ciently dense to ensure most QTL will be 
in LD with SNP on the chip although the extent of QTL–
SNP LD will be population specifi c. Marker effects es-
timated using these chips refl ect correlations between 
markers and QTL within the training population, so ac-
curacies of genomic predictions are dependent on accu-
racy of the effect estimates and consistency of the mark-
er–QTL correlations between training and target popula-
Figure 1. Approximate number of phenotypes needed to realize 
genomic selection accuracies (r2) of 0.50 and 0.80, with heritabilities be-
tween 0.05 and 0.50 for effective population sizes (Ne) of 100 and 1,000. 
Equations are from Goddard (2009).
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tions. Variation in LD patterns across breeds (Gautier et 
al., 2007; Bovine HapMap Consortium, 2009) indicates 
that accurate marker effects estimated from 1 breed may 
not apply to another breed. Low accuracies of genomic 
selection across breeds and crosses were shown using ei-
ther Holstein or Jersey to predict the other breed (Hayes 
et al., 2009) and in multibreed evaluations to predict 
purebred beef bulls from crossbred calves or predict the 
crossbred calves from training on deregressed bull EBV 
(Weber et al., 2012). Variable LD within breed, such as 
that reported between Miles City Line 1 and a broad sam-
ple of Hereford bulls (Huang et al., 2012), may also com-
promise genomic selection accuracy. Cross-validation, 
using 4 groups of Angus bulls to predict a fi fth group, 
showed decreased accuracies when bulls with close ped-
igree relationships were grouped together (decreasing 
relationships between groups) than when the bulls were 
randomly grouped (Saatchi et al., 2011).
Given this context, avenues to increasing accuracy of 
genomic predictions are dependent on raising the num-
ber of relevant genotypes and phenotypes used for train-
ing and increasing the correlations between genotyped 
markers and unknown QTL. Increasing the number of 
genotypes and phenotypes is straightforward. The caveat 
that they be relevant means the added records should be 
related to the intended target population. The most accu-
rate within-breed evaluations of routinely recorded traits 
may be from systems that capture all available pheno-
types, pedigree, and genotypic information, using geno-
types that are broadly representative of the entire breed. 
Further increases in accuracy can be realized through 
accumulation of phenotypes and genotypes, so that pre-
dictions can be retrained as records are added. In such 
a cyclic genomic evaluation system, the complete breed 
serves as the training population targeting the next gen-
eration. If predictions based on an initial broad sampling 
of the breed are not retrained by subsequent generations, 
accuracy will diminish as relatedness between the initial 
sample and future generations decreases.
Leveraging extensive performance and pedigree da-
tabases in genomic selection is not an option for traits 
that are not recorded routinely or when the target is se-
lection within commercial mixed breed composite and 
crossbred populations. Several expensive- and diffi cult-
to-measure traits related to animal health, fertility, bio-
logical effi ciency, and consumer acceptance may be re-
corded on intensively phenotyped experimental popula-
tions. Genomic predictions can increase EBV accuracy 
within these populations (Snelling et al., 2011) although 
extending the genomic predictions to broader livestock 
industries is limited by lack of relationships with indus-
try populations and lack of phenotypes on industry live-
stock. For traits where cost, time, and expertise are im-
pediments to developing industry databases with enough 
relevant phenotypes to support whole-genome selection, 
efforts to increase the correlations between markers and 
QTL for these economically important traits may enable 
genomic selection in industry based on fi ndings from un-
related experimental herds.
The high-density arrays (i.e., >600,000 SNP), which 
are now available for cattle (Rincon et al., 2011), pro-
vide genotypes for SNP that are more certain to have 
high correlations with unknown QTL than the dense 50K 
assays. Increased marker density alone, however, does 
not increase marker–QTL correlations. As long as SNP 
are suffi ciently dense to be in LD with QTL, increased 
density adds redundancy so there are more genetic mark-
ers for the same QTL. From a whole-genome perspective, 
50K and BovineHD (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA) gen-
otypes explained similar amounts of additive variation in 
birth weight and LM area within a crossbred cattle herd, 
resulting in similar accuracies of genomic EBV predicted 
for a somewhat related herd (Table 1). Rather than den-
sity of genetic markers, the real impediment to increasing 
marker–QTL correlations is lack of knowledge about the 
QTL and underlying genomic variants causing phenotyp-
ic variation. Information about gene function and expres-
sion can indicate which genes and regulatory elements 
are most likely to affect phenotype, thereby enabling ge-
nomic evaluation to focus on effects of sequence varia-
tion within relevant genes and their regulators. Because 
of less ambiguity in assigning SNP to annotated features 
of the genome, high-density genotypes can serve to 
sharpen focus on the features likely to harbor QTL.
The cost of genotyping is an impediment to both in-
creasing relevant numbers of genotypes and increasing 
marker–QTL correlations by focusing on likely QTL, es-
pecially if genotyping costs exceed the potential value of 
increased selection accuracy. Technologies for low-cost 
Table 1. Genomic heritabilities (and SE) of birth weight 
and LM area estimated using 2 densities of whole-
genome SNP genotypes
Population1 SNP2 Birth weight LM area
GPE Cycle VII HD 0.64 (0.03) 0.50 (0.05)
50K 0.63 (0.03) 0.47 (0.05)
None 0.60 (0.04) 0.54 (0.07)
All GPE HD 0.64 (0.02) 0.50 (0.04)
50K 0.58 (0.02) 0.47 (0.04)
None 0.60 (0.03) 0.53 (0.06)
1GPE = Germplasm Evaluation; GPE Cycle VII represents 2-, 3-, and 
4-breed crosses of 7 Bos taurus breeds evaluated in Cycle VII of the GPE 
project. All GPE includes Cycle VII, Cycle VIII, which evaluated F1 progeny 
of 4 tropically adapted Bos taurus and Bos indicus-infl uenced breeds, and 
continuous GPE, which is evaluating crossbred and purebred cattle of 16 Bos 
taurus and Bos indicus-infl uenced breeds.
2HD = 630,579 autosomal SNP with minor allele frequency (MAF) > 0.05; 
50K = 39,372 autosomal SNP with MAF > 0.05; none = pedigree relation-
ships, no SNP.
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genotyping by sequence (Elshire et al., 2011; DeDonato 
et al., 2012) and less expensive, low-density SNP chips 
(Boichard et al., 2012) using imputation to infer great-
er-density genotypes (Browning and Browning, 2009; 
Sargolzaei et al., 2011; Van Raden et al., 2011) may en-
able more cost-effective genomic prediction within per-
formance-recorded populations. Low-cost targeted geno-
typing with next-generation sequencing (Thallman and 
Koshinsky, 2012) can also support imputation to greater-
density genotypes and enable genotyping specifi c vari-
ants likely to have functional effects.
Genome Annotation and Functional Information
Mechanisms relating DNA markers to genes and 
genome features are key to informing genomic evalua-
tions with functional information. Naive genomic selec-
tion and genomewide association studies (GWAS) can 
describe additive variation within a reference popula-
tion and quantify associations of specifi c markers with 
a phenotype, further interpretation of GWAS, including 
genomic segments harboring possible QTL and position-
al candidate genes that may affect phenotype requires 
knowledge of marker placement on the assembled ge-
nome, and annotation of that genome. Both structural an-
notation, providing locations of genes and other features, 
and functional annotation, indicating what those features 
do, are essential for biological insight (Stein, 2001).
Fully assembled genomic sequence, annotated with 
gene location and structure as well as noncoding RNA, 
regulatory, and repetitive regions is the most straightfor-
ward mechanism of relating markers to genes and fea-
tures. Organisms lacking complete genome assembly and 
annotation may rely on comparative alignments to well-
annotated species to relate markers to genomic features 
(Dalrymple et al., 2007). As of this writing, the Bos taurus 
(Bovine Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium, 
2009; Zimin et al., 2009) and horse (Wade et al., 2009) 
genome assemblies and annotation may be the most ma-
ture of any livestock species. Those for other agricultur-
ally important mammals are emerging. The pig genome 
assembly and annotation is publicly available (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/304498); publications 
describing the draft sequence, genetic variation and hap-
lotype structure, and analysis of the genome are antici-
pated (Archibald et al., 2010). A sheep assembly (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/ACIV000000000.1) 
guided by the bovine genome has also been released as 
efforts toward a de novo assembly continue (International 
Sheep Genomics Consortium et al., 2010; Dalrymple, 
2011). Bos indicus cattle (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
nuccore/AGFL00000000.1; Canavez et al., 2012) and 
water buffalo (Tantia et al., 2011) genomes have also 
been assembled with guidance from the bovine assembly. 
A de novo domestic yak assembly and annotation was 
recently reported (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/
AGSK00000000.1; Qiu et el., 2012), as were initial ef-
forts for the goat (Zhang et al., 2011).
Functional annotation of these livestock assemblies 
may borrow heavily from synteny with curated human 
and model organism annotations to infer functions of 
key genes and interactions in specifi c networks and 
pathways (Bovine Genome Sequencing and Analysis 
Consortium, 2009; Seo and Lewin, 2009). Initially de-
veloped for yeast, Drosophila, and mouse (Ashburner 
et al., 2000), gene ontology (GO) provides a controlled 
vocabulary to describe products of eukaryotic genes in 
terms of molecular function, biological processes, and 
cellular components. Gene ontology classifi cation has 
now been applied to annotation of numerous species; the 
GO browser agriGO (Du et al., 2010) currently repre-
sents 45 agricultural species including grain and oilseed 
crops, fungi, and insect pests as well as livestock species.
Descriptions of metabolic and signaling pathways 
(Kanehisa et al., 2008;Croft et al., 2011; Caspi et al., 
2012), gene regulatory networks (Lee et al., 2002; Shalgi 
et al., 2007; Hecker et al., 2009), and protein–protein 
interactions (Xenarios et al., 2002; Rual et al., 2005) 
convey knowledge about interactions among genes. 
Evidence of a core set of metabolic reactions (Ravasz et 
al., 2002; Kim et al., 2006), protein interactions (Wong 
et al., 2008), and pathways involving carbohydrate, AA, 
and nucleotide metabolism (Peregrín-Alvarez et al., 
2009) conserved across life forms as well as conserved 
transcription factors (Vaquerizas et al., 2009; Ravasi et 
al., 2010), microRNA (Gaidatzis et al., 2007), and regu-
latory network kernels affecting major body part devel-
opment (Davidson and Erwin, 2006) imply that much of 
the pathway and network information derived from hu-
man and model species experimentation is applicable to 
livestock. However, incomplete understanding of gene 
function and interactions (Elbers et al., 2009) and varia-
tion in genes regulated by specifi c transcription factors 
and microRNA (Kunarso et al., 2010; Berezikov, 2011) 
and in metabolic and signaling pathways (Huangfu and 
Anderson, 2006; Seo and Lewin, 2009) indicates a need 
for continued within- and across-species efforts to refi ne 
functional annotation of livestock genomes.
Evolution of species-specifi c gene interactions indi-
cates the possibility that variation might exist between 
breeds and selected subpopulations, which would com-
plicate genomic prediction across divergent populations. 
Nevertheless, generally ubiquitous functions across 
species indicate that evidence from human and model 
species can illuminate livestock QTL. A classic exam-
ple is hypermuscularity of myostatin knock-out mice 
providing the impetus for discovery of mutations in the 
myostatin gene that cause “double-muscling” in cattle 
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(Grobet et al., 1997) as well as in Whippet dogs (Mosher 
et al., 2007). For complex polygenic traits without an 
obvious major gene that transfers directly across spe-
cies, it still seems plausible that similar traits will be 
controlled by similar sets of genes, both across species 
and across populations within species. Therefore, the 
genes sets defi ned by functional annotation can supply 
evidence to focus genomic prediction on the genes and 
regulatory elements likely to affect phenotype.
Informing Genomic Predictions with Functional 
Evidence. The simplest approach to evaluating contri-
butions of a particular gene set may be to limit genomic 
analysis to genotyped markers in or near genes in that 
set, ignoring the remainder of the genome represented 
by other markers on dense whole-genome panels. A ge-
nomic REML (GREML) estimate of phenotypic varia-
tion attributable to a given set of markers can be obtained 
with genomic relationships among individuals (Van 
Raden, 2008) computed from genotypes of markers in 
that set. Bayesian genomic selection (Meuwissen et al., 
2001; Habier et al., 2011) can similarly be restricted to 
a subset of whole-genome SNP. The GREML approach 
can be extended to include a polygenic component, us-
ing pedigree relationships to account for the remainder 
of the genome (Snelling et al., 2011). Partitioning into 
genomic and polygenic components may have some ad-
vantage for prediction, as breeding values predicted as 
the sum of polygenic and genomic BLUP (GBLUP) so-
lutions may be more accurate than either whole-genome 
GBLUP or pedigree BLUP EBV. The simpler approach 
without a polygenic component appears adequate for es-
timating genomic heritabilities and effects of markers in 
a given set. Genomic heritabilities estimated with and 
without a polygenic component are similar and agree 
with those estimated with BayesC for the same set of 
selected SNP. Marker effects solved from GBLUP solu-
tions with and without a polygenic component also agree 
and rank SNP identically to BayesC marker effects.
Depending on the amount of variation left unex-
plained by a particular set of SNP or genes, extending 
genomic analyses to include additional genes sets and 
markers may add accuracy to the evaluation. Although 
the immediate problem is to identify gene sets suitable 
for predicting a meaningful amount of variation across 
populations within a livestock species, such exten-
sions could accommodate population-specifi c variants 
that are not generally informative across the species. 
Variations on GREML to partition variance by gene sets 
and Bayesian approaches allowing gene set-based priors 
might be considered.
Hundreds of tools are available to identify genes 
sets to guide functional genomic evaluations (Bader et 
al., 2006). The sheer number of potentially useful tools 
precludes any attempt at individual descriptions, so only 
general properties and considerations are mentioned 
here. Beyond basic GO and pathway annotation, useful 
to select candidate gene sets defi ned by a particular GO 
term or pathway thought to affect a trait, are analytical 
programs that can be applied to naive GWAS results to 
determine gene sets associated with a trait. These tools 
have roots in analysis of gene expression from microar-
rays probing a set of known genes, but they can be ap-
plied to GWAS by assigning SNP associations to genes. 
Commonly implemented statistical tests include over-
representation and enrichment, where overrepresenta-
tion compares a list of expressed (or associated) genes 
to a background list of all genes represented on the ex-
pression array (or assigned to SNP on a whole-genome 
assay) to identify annotation categories containing more 
expressed (associated) genes than expected by chance. 
Several variations on enrichment analysis have been 
developed (Bauer et al., 2010), but the basic idea is to 
determine annotation categories scoring greater than ex-
pected by chance from expression (association) scores 
assigned to all genes.
These gene set analysis tools vary by statistical al-
gorithms implemented, species supported, and annota-
tion categories considered. Some only support richly 
annotated human and model organisms. Others include 
many genomes annotated by the National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/genome) and Ensembl (http://uswest.ensembl.org/
index.html). Several are restricted to GO annotation 
whereas some include pathways defi ned by the Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG; http://
www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html; Kanehisa et al., 
2012), additional expert- and community-curated path-
ways (e.g., http://www.wikipathways.org; Pico et al., 
2008), protein family and interaction databases, litera-
ture, and other sources to classify genes by function. 
Many periodically integrate publicly accessible data-
bases to ensure results refl ect current knowledge. A few 
allow user-supplied annotation or provide mechanisms 
to regenerate gene set knowledge bases from current 
sources. Most of these tools are available online and 
may also provide source code and executables for in-
house implementations. Other offl ine programs include 
Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003) with its various plugins 
for analysis and visualization of gene networks and R (R 
Core Team, 2012) and Bioconductor (Gentleman et al., 
2004) annotation, analysis, and visualization packages.
A mechanism to assign SNP to genes is needed 
for gene set analysis postprocessing of GWAS results. 
Assignment based on distance between SNP and anno-
tated genes positions is simple, but there is no standard 
for SNP-gene separation. Using the dense BovineSNP50, 
Fortes et al. (2010) considered genes within 2.5 kbp of 
a SNP whereas Rolf et al. (2011) assigned genes to SNP 
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within 500 kbp. Alternatives may be to assign genes to 
the closest SNP, with a limit on the maximum separa-
tion between SNP and genes, and LD-based assignment 
to genes overlapped by haplotype blocks. Additionally, 
translation from annotated livestock to human or model 
species genes will be needed to apply tools that do not 
support livestock genomes.
Gene networks developed from GWAS of multiple 
traits and other experimental evidence can also defi ne 
sets of interrelated genes to focus genomic evaluations. 
A network with 3,159 genes related to heifer puberty 
was constructed from an association weight matrix 
(AWM) describing gene–phenotype associations for 
age at fi rst corpus luteum and 21 other measures related 
to growth, body composition, and fertility. This analy-
sis revealed puberty-related genes that would have been 
missed by single-trait GWAS and predicted gene–gene 
interactions consistent with experimentally validated 
transcription factor–target relationships (Fortes et al., 
2010). Overrepresentation analysis of the AWM genes 
also revealed biological processes relevant to puberty 
that were not implicated by single-trait GWAS and gene 
set analysis of age at fi rst corpus luteum. In a study of 
Brangus heifers, Fortes et al. (2012) extended the AWM 
approach to include evidence of gene expression, fi lter-
ing the initial 10-trait AWM by genes expressed in the 
hypothalamus transcriptome of pre- and postpubertal 
heifers to obtain a 978 gene network. Imputed geno-
types of BovineHD SNP in the Brangus AWM genes 
accounted for at least one-half of the heritable varia-
tion in age at puberty, antral follicle count, and preg-
nancy rate of crossbred Bos taurus heifers (Snelling et 
al., 2012). Genomic predictions of heifer pregnancy rate, 
using SNP selected from the Brangus AWM and trained 
by the crossbred Bos taurus heifers, predicted pools of 
pregnant Bos indicus heifers to have greater genomic 
breeding values (GEBV) for pregnancy rate than pools 
of their nonpregnant contemporaries. Naive predictions, 
based solely on the crossbred Bos taurus heifer pheno-
types without considering functional information, pre-
dicted the nonpregnant pools to have greater GEBV than 
the pregnant pools. These results are evidence for the 
value of using functional priors, such as an associated 
gene set, on building genomic predictions.
Beef Tenderness Example
To illustrate how functional evidence can inform 
genomic evaluations, shear force records from the U.S. 
Meat Animal Research Center Germplasm Evaluation 
(GPE) Project were examined. These measurements 
of beef tenderness exemplify a trait that is economi-
cally important (Platter et al., 2005; Weaber and Lusk, 
2010) but too invasive for routine measurement by com-
mercial beef packing companies (Shackelford et al., 
2005). Polymorphisms in 2 genes, μ-calpain (CAPN1) 
and calpastatin (CAST), have been shown to account 
for some tenderness variation in both beef (Casas et al., 
2006; Allais et al., 2011) and pork (Ciobanu et al., 2004; 
Nonneman et al., 2011). An objective of this example is 
to identify additional genes that may affect beef tender-
ness.
Data and Analysis. Phenotypes, genotypes, and 
pedigree records were from GPE Cycle VII, represent-
ing 2-, 3-, and 4-breed crosses of 7 predominant Bos 
taurus breeds in the United States (Wheeler et al., 2005), 
Cycle VIII, characterizing 4 tropically adapted breeds 
along with Angus (AN) and Hereford (HH; Wheeler et 
al., 2010), and the current continuous GPE population 
examining the 16 most popular U.S. beef breeds. Cycle 
VII phenotypes served as training data for this example, 
with tenderness predictions evaluated in the target pop-
ulation consisting of Cycle VIII and continuous GPE 
(Fig. 2). The training phenotypes represented 1,716 
genotyped Cycle VII steers, 552 F1 steers produced by 
mating sires of the 7 breeds to AN, HH, and MARCIII 
(1/4 AN, 1/4 HH, 1/4 Red Poll, 1/4 Pinzgauer) compos-
ite females, and 1,164 so-called F1
2 steers (F1
2 = F1 × 
F1) produced by mating F1 bulls to F1 females (Snelling 
et al., 2010). Warner-Bratzler shear force (Wheeler et 
al., 1998) of LM steaks from F1 steers was measured 
14 d postmortem. The steaks from F1
2 steers were aged 
for 3 and 14 d, and Warner-Bratzler and slice shear 
force (Shackelford et al., 1999) were measured to ob-
tain 4 observations for each steer: 3-d Warner-Bratzler 
shear force (WB3), 14-d Warner-Bratzler shear force 
(WB14), 3-d slice shear force (SS3), and 14-d slice 
shear force (SS14). The target phenotypes were WB14 
measurements of 887 genotyped Cycle VIII and con-
tinuous GPE steers.
Pedigree records of 18,182 GPE animals were cou-
pled with high density (HD) genotypes of 950 animals 
(482 sires, 143 dams, and 325 nonparents) to impute 
HD genotypes of 8,694 animals having 50K genotypes 
using fi ndhap.f90 version 2 (Van Raden et al., 2011). 
Imputation accuracy was evaluated by executing the 
imputation using 50K genotypes of the nonparents hav-
ing HD and then comparing their imputed to observed 
HD genotypes. Subsequent genomic evaluations of ten-
derness traits used the imputed HD genotypes of mea-
sured steers.
Data from the Cycle VII steers were analyzed with 
4-trait GREML and GBLUP using pedigree or genomic 
relationships (Van Raden, 2008) described by selected 
subsets of HD SNP. Because of high genetic correlations 
among the 4 traits (ranging from 0.85 to 0.97), solutions 
for the fi rst principal component from 4-trait principal 
component GBLUP analysis were taken as GEBV for a 
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composite tenderness trait. Individual SNP effects were 
solved from the Cycle VII GEBV and applied to imput-
ed HD genotypes to predict tenderness GEBV of other 
GPE animals. Genetic correlations between these GEBV 
and WB14 measured on Cycle VIII and continuous GPE 
steers were estimated in 2-trait REML analysis to as-
sess accuracy of extending the GEBV to a somewhat 
related population (Weber et al., 2012). Genetic correla-
tions between GEBV and WB14 were estimated using 
all 887 Cycle VIII and continuous GPE observations 
as well as with a subset of 598 steers having less than 
25% Brahman or Brahman-infl uenced composite breed 
composition. Expectation maximization and average in-
formation REML algorithms implemented in WOMBAT 
(Meyer, 2007) were used to obtain GREML heritability 
and correlation estimates using the GIN option for ge-
nomic relationship matrices. Principal component anal-
yses used the PC option of WOMBAT. Routine steps to 
complete analysis of each SNP set were automated by 
Perl and Bash scripts using matrix operations from the 
Animal Breeders’ Toolkit (Golden et al., 1992).
Gene Sets and Network. After completing 4-trait 
GREML and GBLUP of WB3, WB14, SS3, and SS14 
using autosomal HD SNP having minor allele frequen-
cies >0.05 in the GPE Cycle VII population, normal-
ized z-scores were computed for the effects of individual 
SNP on each trait. Using SNP positions (Illumina list) 
and gene boundaries annotated on the UMD3.1 assembly 
(Zimin et al., 2009), genes within 5 kbp of those SNP 
having z-scores >3 for at least 2 traits were identifi ed. An 
AWM was constructed with a row for each of those genes, 
a column for each of the 4 traits, and elements contain-
ing the maximum z-score for each trait of SNP assigned 
to that gene. Functional annotation clusters (Huang et 
al., 2009a,b) that were overrepresented by AWM genes 
were identifi ed using the Database for Annotation, 
Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) func-
tional annotation clustering tool (http://david.abcc.ncif-
crf.gov/summary.jsp), with a background consisting of 
all genes assigned to HD SNP. All genes assigned to HD 
SNP were also assigned a z-score from the largest SNP 
effect solved from the HD principal component GBLUP. 
These scores were used to evaluate enrichment of GO 
terms and pathways with the Protein Analysis Through 
Evolutionary Relationships (PANTHER) system (Mi et 
al., 2010; http://www.pantherdb.org). Source databases 
contributing to DAVID were queried to extract all genes 
related to terms in the overrepresented clusters to expand 
Figure 2. Schematic of the U.S. Meat Animal Research Center (MARC) Germplasm Evaluation (GPE) project training and target populations. Genomic 
predictions trained by GPE Cycle VII genotypes and phenotyes were applied to Cycle VIII and continuous (New) GPE genotypes to evaluate applicability of 
the predictions to additional breeds and crosses.
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the DAVID gene set with functionally related genes. The 
PANTHER gene sets were similarly expanded to include 
other genes annotated with the enriched GO terms and 
the complete pathways.
Two candidate gene sets were also identifi ed. One 
included genes annotated with the GO term proteolysis 
(GO:0006508), the lowest level GO term containing both 
CAST and CAPN1. The other candidate set represented 
annotated noncoding RNA (ncRNA) genes, which may 
affect regulation of protein coding genes (Eddy, 2001; 
Mattick and Makunin, 2006; Qu and Adelson, 2012). No 
pathways indicating a relationship between CAST and 
CAPN1 were found in KEGG or the other pathway data-
bases integrated by DAVID. Otherwise, a candidate path-
way containing both genes would have been evaluated.
Genomic relationship matrices for the Cycle VII 
steers were constructed using SNP assigned to genes in 
the AWM and each of the overrepresented, enriched, and 
candidate gene sets. Reduced SNP sets, using the top (z 
> 2) SNP from each gene set, were also identifi ed and 
the GREML/GBLUP and prediction processes repeated 
for each of the top sets as well as for a set combining 
SNP from the most promising top sets.
Genomic Evaluation Results. Genomic correlations 
approaching unity (Table 2) among the 4 shear force 
measurements, evaluated using 630,579 autosomal SNP, 
indicate that each is a measure of essentially the same 
tenderness trait. Therefore, considering all 4 measure-
ments may reduce spurious SNP associations with any 
1 measurement, enabling functional analyses using the 
4-trait AWM or composite principal component tender-
ness trait to focus on loci more likely to have real effects.
Polymorphisms located in CAST and CAPN1 had 
the strongest effects on each of the shear force mea-
surements and the principal component tenderness 
trait, with CAPN1 SNP having somewhat larger effects 
than those in CAST. The 4-trait AWM (Supplemental 
Table 1), containing genes assigned to SNP associated 
with at least 2 measures represented 545 genes located 
on all 29 autosomes, 72 genes on BTA 29 (including 
CAPN1), and 42 each on BTA 7 (including CAST) 
and BTA 19. Chromosomes with the fewest tenderness 
AWM genes were BTA 17 (5 genes) and BTA 20, 21, 
and 28 (7 genes each).
Overrepresentation analysis with DAVID expanded 
the 545 AWM genes to 2,426 genes functionally related 
by common annotations among 100 of the AWM genes 
(Supplemental Table 2). Likewise, PANTHER indicated 
functional relationships among 1,704 distinct genes, in-
cluding 71 AWM genes, related to GO terms and path-
ways enriched among all genes scored by the principal 
component tenderness trait (Supplemental Table 3). 
Expansion from the genes associated with Cycle VII 
shear force measurements to gene sets implicated by 
functional categorization may include genes having an 
effect on tenderness although those effects were not de-
tected in Cycle VII and may also eliminate some genes 
that do not have a functional effect although they were 
associated with tenderness of Cycle VII steers. The same 
applies to the candidate proteolysis gene set; genes be-
sides CAST and CAPN1 involved in proteolysis could 
infl uence meat tenderness and the ncRNA genes that 
might regulate expression of genes affecting tenderness.
Sets containing between 7,100 and 40,000 SNP 
assigned to genes in the overrepresented, enriched, or 
candidate gene sets (Table 3) were estimated to explain 
at least 40% of the variation described by all autosomal 
HD SNP (Table 4a). Genomic heritability estimates us-
ing SNP within or near AWM genes were about 150 
to 160% of the corresponding HD estimates. For each 
trait, heritability estimates from the large set 2,624 
genes in DAVID annotation clusters, represented by 
nearly 40,000 SNP, were 75 to over 90% of the HD es-
timates. The somewhat larger number of ncRNA genes, 
represented by only 7,107 SNP, explained about 60 to 
70% of the heritable variation. Heritability estimates 
using SNP representing gene sets enriched for the mo-
lecular function, cellular component, and biological 
process gene ontologies as well as those for PANTHER 
pathways were 40 to 50% of HD estimates, somewhat 
less than the 60 to 65% estimated for the candidate pro-
teolysis GO term.
Genomic correlations between traits, estimated with 
SNP representing each of the gene sets, were general-
ly similar to those estimated with the full complement 
of HD SNP (Table 5a). The correlations tended to be 
greatest for shear force measured with the same tech-
nique (Warner-Bratzler or shear) or after the same aging 
(3 or 14 d). Correlations were weakest between WB3 
and SS14, notably so for the molecular function GO and 
PANTHER pathways, indicating that some loci associ-
ated with these sets may have slightly different effects 
Table 2. Estimated genomic heritabilities and 
correlations (and SE) among 4 LM tenderness traits 
measured on crossbred steers from GPE Cycle VII1
Trait2 WB3 WB14 SS3 SS14
WB3 0.44 (0.06) 0.91 (0.05) 0.89 (0.04) 0.78 (0.07)
WB14 0.71 (0.02) 0.32 (0.06) 0.86 (0.06) 0.92 (0.45)
SS3 0.81 (0.01) 0.71 (0.02) 0.29 (0.06) 0.90 (0.06)
SS14 0.68 (0.02) 0.78 (0.01) 0.75 (0.01) 0.24 (0.06)
1GPE = Germplasm Evaluation. Parameters estimated from Cycle VII 
of the GPE project, with genomic relationship matrix using genotypes of 
630,579 SNP. Heritabilities are on diagonal, and genomic correlations are 
above and phenotypic correlations are below diagonal.
2WB3 = Warner-Bratzler shear force measured 3 d postmortem; WB14 = 
Warner-Bratzler shear force measured 14 d postmortem; SS3 = slice shear 
force measured 3 d postmortem; SS14 = slice shear force measured 14 d post-
mortem.
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for the specifi c measurements. Between-trait correla-
tions were strongest for AWM SNP, refl ecting selection 
for inclusion in the AWM by association with at least 2 
of the measurements.
Reducing the functional gene sets to the SNP hav-
ing the largest effects on the principal component trait 
increased the Cycle VII heritability estimates for each 
set (Table 4b). Estimates for the AWM, however, were 
largely unchanged; the top AWM SNP explained the 
same variation as the full AWM. Selection from the full 
set of HD SNP resulted in heritability estimates almost 
double the whole-genome estimates. All estimates of 
the genomic correlations between measurements were 
greater for the reduced SNP sets than the corresponding 
estimates using all SNP for each gene set (Table 5b). The 
greater heritability estimates resulting from eliminating 
SNP having small effects on the composite tenderness 
trait may partially refl ect desirable elimination of noise 
due to SNP that are not actually associated with the un-
known QTL and partly indicate an undesirable increased 
emphasis on spurious effects, especially for the grossly 
infl ated top HD estimates. The greater estimates of ge-
nomic correlations between measurements are a result 
of selecting SNP based on their effect on the principal 
component capturing all 4 measurements.
Although the AWM, overrepresented, or enriched 
gene sets and naively selected SNP sets appear to ex-
plain substantial variation within Cycle VII, extension 
of the Cycle VII predictions to the somewhat related 
Cycle VIII and continuous GPE population may provide 
a better indication of how the predictions may apply to 
a broader industry population. Using the full set of HD 
SNP, estimates of the genetic correlation between Cycle 
VII trained GEBV and shear force measured Cycle VIII 
and continuous GPE steers were 0.16 using all steers 
and 0.28 using steers with little Bos indicus infl uence, 
explaining 2.5 to 8% of the genetic variation in each 
set (Table 6a). Standard errors of all estimates were too 
large to be conclusive; however, correlations for the 
proteolysis GO term were similar to the HD estimates 
Table 3. Selected gene and SNP sets used for genomic 
evaluation of LM tenderness
Set1 Genes SNP Criteria2
HD 21,768 630,579 SNP from whole-genome HD assay, 
located on autosomes with minor 
allele frequency >0.05
AWM 545 19,119 AWM defi ned by genes within 5 kbp 
of SNP with HD z-score >3 for at least 
2 shear force measures
Proteolysis 888 12,669 Genes associated with lowest level GO 
term containing both calpastatin and mu-
calpain1 (GO:0006508)
RNA 2,782 7,107 Noncoding RNA within 5 kbp of HD 
SNP; may have regulatory function
DAVID 2,624 39,764 DAVID annotation clusters 
overrepresented in AWM
MF 412 12,251 Enriched MF GO terms from 
PANTHER; all genes scored by maximum 
z-score of HD SNP within 5 kbp
CC 686 15,836 Enriched CC GO terms from 
PANTHER; all genes scored by maximum 
z-score of HD SNP within 5 kbp
BP 718 18,864 Enriched biological process GO terms 
from PANTHER; all genes scored by 
maximum z-score of HD SNP within 5 kbp
Pathways 295 7,591 Enriched PANTHER pathways; all 
genes scored by maximum z-score of 
HD SNP within 5 kbp
1HD = high density; AWM = association weight matrix; DAVID = 
Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (http://da-
vid.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/summary.jsp); MF = molecular function; CC = cellular 
component; BP = biological process.
2z-score = ; GO = gene ontology; PANTHER = Protein Analysis Through 
Evolutionary Relationships (http://www.pantherdb.org).
Table 4. Genomic heritabilities of LM shear force 
measurements from GPE Cycle VII estimated with 
whole-genome SNP and sets selected by functional 
annotation and association with phenotype1
Set2 SNP WB3 WB14 SS3 SS14
Full sets
HD 630,579 0.44 0.32 0.29 0.24
AWM 19,119 0.65 0.50 0.46 0.36
Proteolysis 12,669 0.22 0.16 0.16 0.16
RNA 7,107 0.32 0.22 0.20 0.13
DAVID 39,764 0.38 0.24 0.27 0.18
MF 12,251 0.21 0.12 0.16 0.12
CC 15,836 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.13
BP 18,864 0.19 0.14 0.14 0.13
Pathways 7,591 0.18 0.12 0.12 0.11
Top subsets3
HD 30,648 0.91 0.60 0.67 0.42
AWM 1,020 0.64 0.47 0.46 0.36
Proteolysis 613 0.36 0.29 0.33 0.27
RNA 343 0.39 0.28 0.32 0.19
DAVID 1,908 0.62 0.38 0.53 0.30
MF 619 0.38 0.17 0.29 0.15
CC 812 0.39 0.32 0.36 0.31
BP 924 0.36 0.28 0.39 0.33
Pathways 358 0.30 0.18 0.24 0.18
Combined4 2,011 0.55 0.40 0.46 0.36
1GPE = Germplasm Evaluation. Steer data from Cycle VII of the GPE 
project. WB3 = Warner-Bratzler shear force measured 3 d postmortem; 
WB14 = Warner-Bratzler shear force measured 14 d postmortem; SS3 = slice 
shear force measured 3 d postmortem; SS14 = slice shear force measured 14 
d postmortem.
2HD = high density; AWM = association weight matrix; DAVID = 
Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (http://da-
vid.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/summary.jsp); MF = molecular function; CC = cellular 
component; BP = biological process.
3Top SNP selected by z > 2 from principal component of 4-trait genomic 
BLUP with corresponding full set.
4Includes top Proteolysis, RNA, CC, and Pathway subsets.
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for both sets of steers, and estimates for the AWM and 
PANTHER pathways were greater than HD for both 
sets. Reducing the SNP sets had varied effects on cor-
relation estimates (Table 6b). For both HD and AWM, 
sets defi ned with no functional information, GEBV–
SS14 correlations using the top SNP dropped substan-
tially, to 0 for the top HD SNP predicting Bos taurus 
SS14. Correlations for top SNP in functionally derived 
proteolysis, cellular component, biological process, and 
pathway genes increased in both steer sets, as did cor-
relations for the top SNP near ncRNA. In both sets of 
steers, the strongest GEBV–SS14 correlations were 
with a SNP set combining the top proteolysis, pathway, 
cellular component, and ncRNA SNP.
Future Efforts
Use of pathways and tissue-specifi c expression to 
identify polymorphisms predictive of human conditions 
(Lesnick et al., 2007; Baranzini et al., 2009), prior re-
sults examining AWM and functional gene sets associ-
ated with beef heifer puberty and pregnancy rate, and 
the beef tenderness example demonstrate the potential 
for applying functional information to enable more ro-
bust genomic predictions across livestock populations. 
Accuracy of these predictions, however, will always be 
limited by marker–QTL LD as long as the predictions 
are based on estimated effects of markers genotyped 
with the currently standard dense (50K) and high-den-
sity arrays. The SNP on these arrays, primarily selected 
using spacing along the genome and allele frequency 
(Matukumalli et al., 2009; Ramos et al., 2009), are ef-
Table 6. Genetic correlations between genomic EBV 
trained by GPE Cycle VII shear force measurements, 
using whole-genome and sets selected by functional 
annotation and association with phenotype, and 14-d 
slice shear force measured on steers from Cycle VIII and 
continuous GPE1
Set2 All steers Bos taurus steers3
Full sets
HD 0.16 (0.10) 0.28 (0.18)
AWM 0.31 (0.10) 0.43 (0.17)
Proteolysis 0.17 (0.10) 0.30 (0.19)
RNA 0.04 (0.10) 0.19 (0.17)
DAVID 0.02 (0.10) 0.10 (0.16)
MF 0.16 (0.10) 0.19 (0.17)
CC 0.17 (0.10) 0.12 (0.16)
BP 0.10 (0.10) 0.08 (0.16)
Pathways 0.23 (0.11) 0.44 (0.23)
Top subsets4
HD 0.09 (0.04) –0.01 (0.17)
AWM 0.08 (0.10) 0.15 (0.17)
Proteolysis 0.26 (0.10) 0.43 (0.18)
RNA 0.09 (0.10) 0.27 (0.16)
DAVID 0.06 (0.10) 0.10 (0.16)
MF 0.04 (0.10) –0.05 (0.15)
CC 0.20 (0.10) 0.24 (0.17)
BP 0.14 (0.10) 0.17 (0.17)
Pathways 0.27 (0.10) 0.44 (0.20)
Combined5 0.35 (0.10) 0.46 (0.16)
1GPE = Germplasm Evaluation. Genomic EBV predicted with individual 
SNP effects solved from principal component of 4-trait genomic BLUP.
2HD = high density; AWM = association weight matrix; DAVID = 
Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (http://da-
vid.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/summary.jsp); MF = molecular function; CC = cellular 
component; BP = biological process.
3<25% Brahman, Brangus, Beefmaster, or Santa Gertudis.
4Top SNP selected by z > 2 from principal component of 4-trait genomic 
BLUP with corresponding full set.
5Includes top Proteolysis, RNA, CC, and Pathway subsets.
Table 5. Genomic correlations between LM shear force 
measurements from GPE Cycle VII estimated using 
whole-genome SNP and sets selected by functional 
annotation and association with phenotype1
Set2
Trait pairs
WB3
WB14
WB3
SS3
WB3
SS14
WB14
SS3
Full sets
HD 0.91 0.89 0.78 0.85
AWM 0.96 0.95 0.91 0.91
Proteolysis 0.85 0.84 0.72 0.91
RNA 0.94 0.89 0.84 0.88
DAVID 0.92 0.89 0.83 0.83
MF 0.83 0.94 0.69 0.81
CC 0.94 0.90 0.84 0.89
BP 0.90 0.83 0.76 0.80
Pathways 0.86 0.84 0.70 0.83
Top subsets3
HD 0.98 0.96 0.92 0.93
AWM 0.98 0.95 0.91 0.91
Proteolysis 0.98 0.99 0.96 0.99
RNA 1.00 0.97 0.99 0.97
DAVID 0.99 0.96 0.93 0.97
MF 0.96 0.98 0.93 0.91
CC 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.95
BP 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.96
Pathways 0.99 1.00 0.92 1.00
Combined4 0.98 0.98 0.94 0.97
1GPE = Germplasm Evaluation. Steer data from Cycle VII of the GPE 
project. WB3 = Warner-Bratzler shear force measured 3 d postmortem; 
WB14 = Warner-Bratzler shear force measured 14 d postmortem; SS3 = slice 
shear force measured 3 d postmortem; SS14 = slice shear force measured 14 
d postmortem.
 2HD = high density; AWM = association weight matrix; DAVID = 
Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (http://da-
vid.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/summary.jsp); MF = molecular function; CC = cellular 
component; BP = biological process.
3Top SNP selected by z > 2 from principal component of 4-trait genomic 
BLUP with corresponding full set.
4Includes top Proteolysis, RNA, CC, and Pathway subsets.
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fective for capturing LD with unknown causal variants; 
predictions based on effects of likely causal variants 
could obviate reliance on LD.
Next-generation sequencing technologies, enabling 
rapid, low-cost genome and transcriptome sequencing, 
are revealing millions of individual deviations from ref-
erence livestock genomes (Cánovas et al., 2010; Stothard 
et al., 2011; Larkin et al., 2012). Categorizing these vari-
ants according to expected effect on annotated protein 
coding genes may reveal the variants most infl uential 
to gene function (McLaren et al., 2010; Cingolani et al., 
2012). Genomic evaluation with these functional vari-
ants could use genotypes obtained from sequence and 
assays designed specifi cally to genotype the functional 
variants as well as functional variant genotypes imputed 
from existing SNP array genotypes, provided that a suit-
able reference of animals genotyped for both standard 
SNP and functional variants is available. Variants ex-
pressed in transcribed RNA revealed by RNA-sequence 
may be particularly useful, as they may be more likely 
to affect gene function and regulation than unexpressed 
genomic sequence variants, and RNA-seq may address 
limitations to functional genomic selection guided by 
current annotation. Specifi cally, RNA-seq may extend 
current annotation where expressed protein coding re-
gions are not annotated as exons (Mortazavi et al., 2008), 
and noncoding RNA-seq variants may have a regulatory 
role, indicative of functional variation in annotated and 
unannotated ncRNA (Qu and Adelson, 2012). Coupled 
with GWAS phenotypic associations, differential expres-
sion assessed by microarrays or RNA-seq may also re-
veal interactions that are not described by existing func-
tional genomics databases (García-Gámez et al., 2011).
Using the beef tenderness for further illustration, of 
over 10 million variants revealed by low-coverage ge-
nomic sequence from 96 GPE sires, 2,432 are expected 
to have a high impact on gene function (frame shifts, 
deleted exons, altered splice sites, and start/stop co-
dons; Cingolani et al., 2012). Another 27,640 may have 
moderate functional effects (nonsynonymous SNP, other 
codon changes, deletions from 5′ and 3′ untranslated 
regions, etc.). Greatest priority for further genotyping 
are the 54 high-impact variants within AWM genes as 
well as the 67 variants within gene sets defi ned by the 
proteolysis GO term, enriched pathways, and enriched 
cellular component GO terms. Additional variation 
might be explained by those expected to have moder-
ate impact on gene function, including 717 variants in 
AWM genes and 1,131 in proteolysis and enriched gene 
set genes. These lists could be modifi ed and reweighted 
with RNA-seq from tissue of animals yielding tough 
and tender carcasses, providing additional evidence of 
expressed variants, including variants not revealed or 
misclassifi ed by current bovine annotation. Genotyping 
infl uential animals in the GPE pedigree for functional 
variants would support imputing functional genotypes of 
remaining animals with existing 50K and HD genotypes 
and enable further evaluation of the functional variants 
in GPE. If the functional variants are equally as descrip-
tive of tenderness variation within GPE as the HD SNP 
selected in this example, extension beyond GPE might 
be accomplished through development of panels to 
genotype functional variants. Custom content added to 
standard arrays and methods for targeted sequencing of 
specifi c loci (Thallman and Koshinsky, 2012) may en-
able cost-effective functional variant genotyping.
The example analysis demonstrated a somewhat ar-
bitrary model selection process to identify gene and SNP 
sets (where each set defi nes a model) that were predic-
tive of tenderness. A potentially useful expansion would 
be incorporation of biological knowledge in a Bayesian 
context where complementary functional information is 
modeled through prior distributions. This may answer 
some of the challenges posed by model selection where 
it is not always obvious what information should be in-
cluded and how it should be weighted. In most cases this 
might represent an expansion of penalized likelihood 
or Bayesian methods already implemented. Attempts 
have been already made to generalize the most popu-
lar Bayesian methods (Bayes A/B) to allow differential 
shrinkage for different groups of markers (Gianola et al., 
2010; Maltecca et al., 2012). In these implementations, 
marker groupings assumed relatively uninformative pri-
ors resulting in a mixture of distributions largely driven 
by the data. In contrast, approaches including biologi-
cally informative priors have been put forward, mostly 
in the context of incorporating pathways and networks 
into analysis of microarray expression experiments. An 
empirical Bayes approach to incorporate contemporar-
ily different paths and account for connections among 
the paths (Hill et al., 2012), Markov random fi eld priors 
to map known connections among genes (Stingo and 
Vannucci, 2011), and constraining discriminate analysis 
with gene regulation network priors (Guillemot et al., 
2011) have been demonstrated and could be adapted to 
predicting phenotypes from genotypes. Yet undefi ned 
methods might simultaneously consider gene function 
and canonical pathways obtained from annotation and 
public databases, gene expression and interaction evi-
dence derived from pertinent RNA-seq experiments, and 
variant-level effects on gene function and regulation.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Although results of the example analysis are spe-
cifi cally applicable to the problem of beef tenderness, 
the general process of examining functional gene sets 
and pathways can be adapted to any species and popu-
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lation with suitable resources. Basic requirements are 
genotypes for DNA markers that are suffi ciently dense 
to capture LD with unknown QTL scattered throughout 
the genome, a mechanism to assign those markers to 
functionally annotated genes and genomic features, and 
enough phenotypes to associate marker genotypes with 
phenotypic variation. Genotypes and phenotypes alone 
can be enough for naive genomic selection to improve 
accuracy of selection for well-recorded traits within a 
population, but phenotypes and genotypes alone are 
inadequate if goals include increased understanding of 
biological mechanisms underlying a trait and enabling 
selection for seldom-recorded traits across populations. 
When markers associated with phenotype are also as-
signed to functionally annotated genes, the functional 
annotation can implicate specifi c gene functions as af-
fecting the trait, providing both biological insight and 
information about functional attributes of genes that may 
be infl uential across populations. Interactions among 
genes, those indicated by known pathways as well as 
those established by co-expression and co-association 
with correlated traits, can assist the search for biologi-
cally relevant markers. Emerging sequencing and ge-
notyping technologies may facilitate identifi cation and 
genotyping of sequence variants likely to affect gene 
function and regulation. Continued developments may 
enable functional genomic selection to focus on loci 
most likely to affect performance, explaining a mean-
ingful amount of variation across populations within any 
livestock species.
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